Summary A simple method is described for the separation of cells derived from effusions of patients with adenocarcinomas in discontinuous density gradients of Percoll. After separation, cells from different fractions were analyzed by morphologic, histochemical and immunologic criteria. Total cell recovery from 27 experiments was 67+4%. Macrophages (82%) were recovered in the intermediate density fraction (1.056-1.067gml-1) with a purity of 90%. Recovered lymphocytes (98%) were found in the high density fraction (1.067-1.077gml-1) with a purity of 92%. The majority of the lymphocytes recovered were T cells. Malignant adenocarcinoma cells (90%) were recovered in the lowest density fractions (up to 1.056gml-1) with a purity of 79%. Use of effective cell separation procedures should facilitate the analysis of the functional capacities of both normal and neoplastic cells derived from human malignant effusions.
Cellular heterogeneity in malignant effusions makes the analysis of functional capacities of distinctive cell types difficult. An effective cell separation procedure, by providing enrichment of cells with similar properties, should facilitate the analysis of the capacities of both normal and neoplastic subpopulations. We have recently demonstrated autologous macrophages and lymphocytes modulate the growth of human tumour clonogenic cells (Hamburger & White, 1982; Hamburger et al., 1983a) . However, the characterization of growth regulating populations was limited by difficulties in obtaining and purifying adequate numbers of cells.
Physical separation methods have been used to enrich for distinct classes of cells from the heterogeneous populations obtained from solid tumours and malignant effusions (Pretlow et al., 1975) . Methods such as cell electrophoresis or centrifugal elutration (Meistrich et al., 1977 ) require specialized equipment not accessible to all laboratories. Velocity sedimentation at 1 g requires special equipment, a large volume of cells and reagents, and is time consuming (Haskill et al., 1982) . Density gradient separation has proven to be a relatively simple, effective method for separating malignant from stromal cells. Tumour colony forming cells and inflammatory cells have been purified on isokinetic gradients of bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Fawcett et al., 1950 , Sheridan et al., 1979 , Thomson et al., 1974 . Density and isokinetic gradients of Ficoll have also been extensively used to purify stromal and epithelial Correspondence: A.W. Hamburger. Received 14 August 1984; and in revised form 5 November 1984. cells from experimental (Daugherty et al., 1981) and human tumours (Helms et al., 1976 , Brattain et al., 1977 . Despite these encouraging results, these methods have not been widely used due to technical difficulties in gradient preparation (Walle, 1983) .
We, therefore, investigated the potential of povidone-coated collodial silica (Percoll) as a density gradient medium for separation of cells derived from human malignant effusions. Percoll has increasingly been used for separation of haematopoietic colony forming cells (CFCs) and lymphocyte subsets (Pertoft, 1970 , Kurnick & Ostberg, 1979 Olofsson et al., 1980) . More recently, malignant cells derived from experimental tumours have been separated from nonneoplastic cells by centrifugation on Percoll (Bosslet et al., 1981 , Hamburger et al., 1983b .
In experiments reported here, Percoll centrifugation proved to be a simple, effective (Luna, 1968) and Wright Giemsa methods (Williams et al., 1977 
Results

Cell recovery
Twenty-four specimens used in this study were derived from patients with adenocarcinoma of the ovary (12), colon (5), breast (5), or unknown primary (2). Three specimens were derived from patients with cardiac failure. Both the total cell count and the relative proportion of the different cell types found varied among patients. However, in the majority of cases (20/27) inflammatory cells (macrophages and lymphocytes) accounted for > 50% of the total cells (Table I ).
In 20/27 (75%) of cases > 50% of cells were recovered and macrophages and lymphocytes were recovered with > 80% purity. Failure to achieve purifications in this range was usually associated with the presence of malignant cell clumps and >45% malignant cells in the initial unfractionated cell suspension. (Table  III) . Although cell viability increased with increasing density, this change was not statistically significant.
The percentage of cells in each fraction with the functional activity of macrophages was also examined (Table III (Hamburger et al., 1978) . Peroxidase values for macrophages were low (5%) indicating the majority of macrophages were mature.
Cell suspensions were analyzed for the presence of macrophage (detected by antibody Leu M2) and T lymphocyte (detected by antibody OKT-3) specific cell surface antigens. The results again were consistent with the morphological data indicating tlhat macrophages were enriched in Fraction II and lymphocytes in Fraction III. The majority of cells in Fraction III displayed OKT3 antigen (Table III) suggesting that they were T lymphocytes.
Comparison of macrophage yields A major aim of our work was to obtain purified populations of effusion-derived macrophages. In previous studies, we obtained macrophages using a conventional adherence technique. Purified macrophages were obtained, but cell loss was considerable (Hamburger et al., 1983a) . We were, therefore, interested in determining whether Percoll separation would increase the yield of macrophages. Aliquots of single cell suspensions from 4 effusions (3 ovarian, 1 colon) were either separated on Percoll gradients as described or incubated at 37°C for 2 h to separate adherent cells. Non-adherent cells were washed and adherent cells collected with a rubber policeman. Cells from Fraction II of the Percoll gradient and the adherent cell populations were analyzed morphologically and for NSE activity. The number of macrophages initially loaded onto the gradients or put into tissue culture dishes was estimated by differential counts of unfractionated cell suspensions. The results indicate that total cell recovery was 66+8% for the Percoll
The growth of tumour cells may be modulated by non-malignant accessory cells (Hamburger et al., 1978; Mantovani et al., 1979; Buick et al., 1980 (Pretlow et al., 1975) . Such (NK cells) reported to sediment at 1.070 g ml 1 (Timonen, 1982) may have variably contaminated the macrophage-enriched fraction. As the morphological and immunological criteria used here to differentiate cells might not have distinguished these two cell types, we cannot rule out the possibility that NK cells were present.
Total cell recovery was 70% without differential loss of any class of cells. In parallel studies, many more macrophages were separated by centrifugation in Percoll than by conventional adherence techniques. However, the relatively low yield of adherent cells might have been ameliorated by different harvesting procedures. For example, precoating dishes with serum has been demonstrated to increase yields of adherent macrophages (Ackerman & Douglas, 1978) .
It must be noted that although the tumour types studied were disparate, the overall cellular composition of the effusion fluids was similar. When a successful separation occurred, inflammatory cells constituted the majority of cells in the unfractionated population. Tumour clumps were absent. Finally, the histology of the tumour cells was somewhat similar in all successful cases. Tumour cells were derived from adenocarcinomas and contained many mucin and oil laden vacuoles as determined by Alcian blue and oil red 0 staining. This could have accounted for the consistently lighter densities of the tumour cells. The relatively light density of many types of adenocarcinoma cells has been demonstrated by other workers (Fawcett et al., 1950 , Minami et al., 1978 , Bosslet et al., 1981 , Kopper et al., 1982 . Our procedure was unsuccessful in cases where tumour cells were of higher density such as small cell carcinoma of the lung and multiple myeloma (data not shown).
In this study, discontinuous gradients were used. When we began our studies with human tumours, we used the continuous gradient method we had previously reported (Hamburger et al., 1983a) . However, separation of cells from nine effusions from patients with adenocarcinomas on continuous gradients indicated discrete density classes of cells existed. The fact that cells of densities covering a range of O.OlOgml-were compressed together into one band led, first, to increased ease of separation. Second, each band contained cells of a somewhat widened distribution (i.e. a band at the interface of 1,056 and 1.067 g ml-1 contained cells of all intermediate densities). This was useful as macrophages and lymphocytes of slightly varying densities were contained in a single band. The problems of cell loss and aggregation noted by other authors when using discontinuous gradients of Ficoll and BSA (deDuve, 1971) are alleviated when using Percoll as relatively low g forces are used. Thus, discontinuous gradients proved useful as a preparative tool.
The possible immune response of autologous peripheral blood macrophages and lymphocytes to tumour cells has been extensively studied (Cameron et al., 1979) . However, there are relatively few instances in which lymphocytes and macrophages have been isolated directly from tumour cell suspensions. A relatively simple method such as the one described here may be useful to investigators seeking to isolate macrophages and lymphocytes from human malignant effusions.
